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Abstract
Studies of recorded ground motions and simulations have shown that deep sedimentary basins can greatly increase the
intensity of earthquake ground motions at medium and long periods, i.e. 1-4 s. While future earthquake design provisions
are likely to account for basin amplification, the consequences of accounting for these effects are uncertain. By combining
empirical and simulated seismic hazard characterizations that account for the effects of basins, this paper estimates key
indicators of seismic performance, expressed in terms of earthquake-induced repair costs, for a series of 12-story
reinforced concrete shear wall archetype buildings in Seattle, WA. The reference archetype is designed to comply with
ASCE 7-16 minimum design requirements, which neglect basin effects. A series of code-prescriptive design
enhancements, five in total, are also evaluated. The enhancements include: (a) increasing design forces, (b) decreasing in
drift limits, and (c) a combination of these strategies. As an additional reference point, a performance-based design is also
assessed. The performance of the archetype buildings is evaluated for the seismic hazard level in Seattle according to the
2018 National Seismic Hazard Model (2018 NSHM), which explicitly considers basin effects. Increasing design forces
by 25% combined with a reduction in drift limits to 1.5% was found to be the most efficient of the seven design strategies
considered, resulting in a 51% reduction in the average annual losses compared to the reference archetype. Incorporating
physics-based ground motion simulations to represent the large-magnitude Cascadia subduction interface earthquake
contribution to the hazard results in an average increase in annual losses of 28% compared to the 2018 NSHM.
Keywords: Cascadia subduction zone, simulated ground motions, deep sedimentary basin effects, reinforced concrete
shear walls, earthquake-induced losses.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Pacific Northwest has the potential to experience large-magnitude earthquakes generated by the Cascadia
Subduction Zone (CSZ), which is located approximately 100 km from the city of Seattle. Furthermore, the city
lies above a deep sedimentary basin, which can amplify the intensity of earthquake ground motions [1–3].
Current seismic design provisions in the US, i.e. ASCE 7-16 [4], were developed according to the 2014
National Seismic Hazard Model (NSHM) [5], which neglects basin effects. While future earthquake design
provisions are likely to account for basin amplification, the consequences of accounting for these effects are
uncertain.
Reinforced Concrete (RC) shear walls are commonly used in the western United States as the seismic
force-resisting system in mid- to high-rise residential buildings [6]. Recent earthquakes, including the 2010
Maule earthquake (Chile) and the 2011 Christchurch earthquake (New Zealand), have demonstrated that
modern RC shear wall buildings generally behave well in terms of life safety [7]. However, due to significant
damage levels, post-earthquake repair of these buildings is costly and time consuming, leading to a long-lasting
loss of occupancy and a slow recovery of the community.
In this paper, the anticipated seismic performance, expressed in terms of earthquake-induced repair
costs, for range of 12-story RC shear wall buildings in Seattle was assessed. A reference archetype designed
to comply with minimum ASCE 7-16 [4] code-prescriptive requirements was evaluated. A series of codeprescriptive design enhancements, five in total, were also studied. The enhancements included: (a) increasing
design forces, (b) decreasing drift limits, and (c) a combination of these strategies. Lastly, an archetype
designed following a performance-based approach [8] was also evaluated. The archetype buildings were
designed by Marafi et al. [9] to quantify the impact of basin amplification on collapse risk and to devise simple
design strategies to satisfy the 1% in 50-year collapse risk target of modern building codes when basin effects
are considered.
The performance of the archetype buildings was evaluated for the seismic hazard level in Seattle
according to the 2014 NSHM as well as the 2018 NSHM, which explicitly considers basin effects [10]. The
archetype buildings were also subjected to 30 simulated scenarios of a magnitude-9 (M9) CSZ interface
earthquake, recently generated by Frankel et al. [11]. These simulated ground motions were used to devise a
hybrid seismic hazard model, which is based on the 2018 NSHM, but utilizes physics-based simulations to
represent the large interface earthquake portion of the hazard and empirical relationships for all other
earthquake sources (crustal and intraslab).
Numerous studies have quantified the earthquake-induced economic losses of modern and existing
frame buildings. For instance, Hwang and Lignos [12] evaluated the seismic performance of modern steel
moment-resisting frames, whereas Molina Hutt et al. [13–15] evaluated the performance of pre-Northridge
steel moment frames. The performance of modern code-conforming [16] and non-ductile [17] RC moment
frames has also been widely studied. However, analytical studies on the earthquake-induced repair costs of RC
shear wall buildings remain limited. In addition to addressing this knowledge gap, this study quantifies the
impact of basin amplification and variations in strength and stiffness on the earthquake-induced repair costs of
RC shear wall buildings in Seattle.

2. CONSIDERING DEEP SEDIMENTARY BASINS IN STRUCTURAL DESIGN
Past studies have shown that recorded motions have spectral accelerations that are larger in deep sedimentary
basins than in surrounding locations [1–3,18]. The effects of deep sedimentary basins on ground-motion
characteristics have also been observed in physics-based simulations of earthquake ground motions [11,19–
22]. In the United States, currently enforced seismic design provisions, i.e. ASCE 7-16, utilize spectral
accelerations for use in design based on the 2014 NSHM, which does not consider basin amplification. In the
western United States, deep basins underlie large metropolitan areas, including Seattle, San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Salt Lake City. As a result, the most recent version of the national seismic hazard model, the 2018
NSHM, accounts for basin amplification on spectral accelerations in these areas and its adoption in future
design standards would result in a considerable increase in seismic design spectral accelerations.
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The 2018 NSHM accounts for basin effects on spectral acceleration for all earthquake sources using
basin terms adapted from the crustal earthquake ground-motion models in the NGA West2 project [18]. The
proxy for basin depth is the depth from the surface to a layer with a shear-wave velocity of at least 1.0 km/s or
2.5 km/s, denoted as Z1.0 and Z2.5, respectively. Compared to the other basins in the western United States,
Seattle has the largest values of Z2.5, which is equal to 6.9 km [23]. As a result, the increase in spectral
accelerations from the 2014 to the 2018 NSHM Uniform Hazard Spectrum (UHS) for a hazard level with a
2% probability of exceedance in 50-year is approximately 50% for periods in the range of 1-4 s.
While the basin amplification terms used in the 2018 NSHM were developed by considering crustal
earthquakes, interface earthquakes represent the largest contribution to the seismic hazard in Seattle,
particularly at periods greater than 1 s. Comparing response spectra developed per the 2018 NSHM and M9
simulations revealed that 2018 NSHM underestimated the basin effect on spectral acceleration at periods
longer than 1 second in the Seattle area [11,24].
Recent studies have evaluated the impact of basin amplification on collapse risk. Marafi et al. [9] found
that the collapse risk of modern RC shear wall buildings in Seattle would increase from 0.5% to 1.3% in 50years when basin effects are considered. Similarly, Molina Hutt et al. [15] found that the 50-year collapse risk
of 1970s steel moment frames would increase from 6.9% to 10.5%. However, the impact of basin amplification
on earthquake-induced repair costs has not yet been quantified.

3. ARCHETYPE RC SHEAR WALL BUILDINGS
We studied the seismic performance of seven design variations of a 12-story residential RC shear wall building
in Seattle, as summarized in Table 1. All buildings were designed and detailed by Marafi et al. [9] as special
RC shear walls (Chapter 18 of ACI 318-14 [25]), with a seismic force-reduction factor (R) of 6, following a
modal response spectrum analysis (MRSA) procedure. The reference (REF) archetype was designed to barely
meet the minimum code-prescriptive requirements of ASCE 7-16, with a 2% maximum allowable seismic
drift, and a 1.0 flexural demand-to-capacity ratio at the ground floor. The REF archetype was also re-designed
with an increase in design lateral loads of 25% and 50% (S25% and S50%, respectively). The REF archetype
was also re-desined with a reduction in drift limits from 2% to 1.5% and 1.25% (DL1.5% and DL1.25%,
respectively). Lastly, the REF archetype was re-designed by combining a 25% increase in design lateral loads
and a reduction in drift limits of 1.5% (S25%+DL1.5%). In addition to the code-prescriptive designs, one
additional design strategy followed a performance-based approach (PBD), which included nonlinear analysis
to check the strain, force, and drift limits of the Tall Building Initiative (TBI) guidelines [26] as outlined in
Seattle’s Director's Rule 5 [8].
Table 1. Design strategies of the 12-story residential RC shear wall archetype buildings.
Design Strategy

Description

REF

Reference archetype designed per ASCE 7-16 (2% drift limit)

S25%

REF archetype redesigned with 25% increase in design lateral loads

S50%

REF archetype redesigned with 50% increase in design lateral loads

DL1.5%

REF archetype redesigned to meet 1.5% drift limit

DL1.25%

REF archetype redesigned to meet 1.25% drift limit

S25%+DL1.5%

REF archetype redesigned with 25% increase in design lateral loads and 1.5% drift limit

PBD

Performance-Based Design

The concrete compressive strength of RC shear walls was 55.2 MPa (8 ksi) and steel reinforcing had
nominal yield strength of 414 MPa (60 ksi). For all 12-story archetypes, the floor dimensions were 48.8 m
long by 48.8 m wide (160 ft x 160 ft) in basement levels and 30.5 m long by 30.5 m wide (100 ft x 100 ft)
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above grade. The height for all stories including basement levels was 3.05 m (10 ft). Fig. 1 depicts the average,
across all stories, RC shear wall and longitudinal steel reinforcement areas normalized by the total floor area.
These metrics highlight how all design variations utilize a larger volume of concrete than the REF archetype.
The S50% archetype results in the largest increase, with around 50% greater RC shear wall area over total
floor area. The steel tonnage fluctuates across designs, with the S50% archetype utilizing 65% more steel than
the REF archetype, and the DL1.25% design utilizes roughly 60% of the REF archetype. Additional details of
the RC shear wall building designs can be found in Marafi et al. [9].

(a)
(b)
Figure 1. Variation of material quantities for different design strategies: (a) average RC shear wall area as
percentage of floor area, and (b) average longitudinal steel reinforcement area as percentage of floor area.

4. SEISMIC PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY
4.1. Seismic Hazard and Ground Motions
The seismic performance of each archetype building was evaluated using a multiple stripe analysis (MSA)
procedure [27] consistent with that outlined in Marafi et al. [9]. In MSA, structural assessments are performed
at a series of ground motion intensities spanning from high to low probability of occurrence. The lower- and
upper-bound intensity measure levels considered cover a range from negligible damage to complete loss.
Nonlinear dynamic analyses were conducted with ground motion suites representative of each intensity level.
The analysis results were then linked back to probabilistic seismic hazard data, which enables calculating a
range of risk metrics, such as annualized losses.
The intensity measure used in the MSA was the spectral acceleration at the fundamental period (T1) of
each archetype building. The MSA utilized median spectral acceleration over all orientations (SARotD50) to
permit integration with probabilistic seismic hazard data. The intensity stripes used in the MSA had return
periods of 100, 475, 975, 2475, and 4975-years. A Conditional Mean Spectrum (CMS) was used to represent
the expected ground motion response spectrum conditioned on the occurrence of the target spectral
acceleration at the fundamental period of each archetype. The CMS was calculated as a weighted average of
the CMS for each ground-motion model and particular seismic source (e.g., Seattle fault) according to its
percentage contribution to the hazard, as obtained by seismic hazard deaggregation results. For each return
period, the CMS was computed using the 2014 and 2018 NSHMs [28] for the downtown Seattle location. At
each return period, 100 ground motion records consisting of crustal, interface, and intraslab earthquakes were
selected such that the ratio of each different earthquake type is proportional to its contribution to the total
hazard. Ground motions were selected and scaled to match the target mean and variance Conditional Spectra
(CS) [29].
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The archetype buildings were also subjected to 30 sets of broadband seismograms for M9 CSZ
earthquakes by combining synthetic seismograms derived from 3D finite-difference simulations (≥ 1 s) with
finite-source stochastic synthetics (<1 s), produced by Frankel et al. [11]. The resulting synthetics highlight
considerable amplification of spectral accelerations, ranging from 2 to 5 between periods of 1 to 10 s, for sites
within the Seattle basin.

4.2. Nonlinear Simulation of Structural Response
The structural response of all archetypes was evaluated by creating 2D nonlinear models in OpenSees. The
axial and flexural nonlinear response of RC shear walls were captured by using displacement-based, beamcolumn elements with lumped-plasticity fiber sections [9]. The earthquake forces only applied in the uncoupled
direction of the RC shear wall buildings, and therefore, effects of torsion and bidirectional loading on structural
response were not taken into account. Nonlinear dynamic analysis were performed under 100 earthquake
ground motion records at each intensity level for each archetype following the 2014 and 2018 NSHMs.
Additionally, structural response was evaluated under thirty M9 CSZ earthquakes simulations. Fig. 2 illustrates
the median peak story drifts and floor accelerations of each ground motion suite considered in the assessment
of the REF archetype.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2. (a) Median story drift ratios and (b) median floor accelerations of the REF archetype, where solid
lines correspond to the 2018 NSHM and dashed lines correspond to the 2014 NSHM.
In limited instances, at high earthquake shaking intensities, dynamic instability occurred when the lateral
displacement of the structure increased without bounds. Additionally, non-simulated collapse modes were also
considered in the assessment. Past experimental studies showed that probability of slab-column punching shear
failure with respect to slab-column rotation depends on gravity shear ratio [30,31]. Available experimental
data for slab-columns with shear-reinforcement and a gravity shear ratio between 0.4 to 0.6, permitted
describing the slab-column rotation capacity data by means of a lognormal cumulative distribution with a mean
of slab-column rotation of 5.9% and a dispersion of 0.12 [32–34]. In this study, non-simulated collapse was
assumed to occur if slab-column rotation exceeded 5.9%.
Hazard consistent collapse fragilities were developed for all archetypes considering both simulated and
non-simulated collapses. The probability of collapse at each return period was calculated by dividing number
of collapse realizations over the total number of ground motions runs. A cumulative lognormal distribution
was fitted to the data using a maximum likelihood estimation procedure, as outlined in Baker [35]. Fig. 3 shows
the collapse fragilities of all archetype buildings considered in the assessment according to the 2018 NSHM,
including only the interface earthquake contribution to the hazard, and the 2018 NSHM, including the
contribution of all seismic sources to the hazard. Because each archetype has a unique fundamental period T1,
Fig. 3 shows the collapse fragilities with respect to return period of SAT1 to permit a visual comparison of all
collapse fragilities. It can be observed that all design strategies considered result in a drastic reduction in the
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probability of collapse with respect to the REF archetype. Furthermore, it should be noted that considering
only the earthquake interface contribution to the hazard results in a reduced probability of collapse for any
given return period because for a given spectral acceleration, the interface earthquake hazard is a fraction of
total hazard, and therefore, the corresponding return period for a similar spectral acceleration is greater than
the return period per the 2018 NSHM. Analysis of the archetype buildings with earthquake ground motion
consistent with the 2014 NSHM resulted in a negligible probability of collapse.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3. Collapse fragilities for the 12-story RC shear wall archetypes per (a) the 2018 NSHM, including
only the interface earthquakes contribution to the hazard, and (b) the 2018 NSHM, including the contribution
of all seismic sources to the hazard.

4.3. Loss Assessment
A risk-based assessment was carried out to calculate the average annual losses (AAL) of each archetype
building. Additionally, the results were used to construct seismic vulnerability functions to permit rapid loss
evaluations for regional and/or building portfolio risk assessments. A risk-based assessment consists of the
evaluation of a number of intensity-based performance assessments under a range of ground motion intensity
levels, five in this study, which are then combined with the ground motion hazard curve to provide the annual
rates of exceedance of a performance measure, e.g. economic loss [36]. The technical basis of this methodology
was developed by the Pacific Earthquake Engineering Research (PEER) center and applies the total probability
theorem to predict earthquake consequences in terms of the probability of incurring a particular value of a
performance measure [37]. Under this framework, performance is computed by integrating (1) the probability
of incurring an earthquake of different intensities over all possible intensities, (2) the probability of incurring
a certain building response (e.g. drift, acceleration, etc.) given an intensity of ground shaking, and (3) the
probability of incurring certain damage and consequences given a value of building response [38].
The risk-based assessments were carried out consistent with the 2014 and 2018 NSHMs. Additionally,
a scenario-based assessment was performed to evaluate the response of the archetype buildings conditioned
on the occurrence of the M9 CSZ simulated earthquake scenarios. At each earthquake intensity level
considered in the study, two thousand loss simulations were carried out. For each realization, the losses are
calculated as follows: (i) engineering demand parameters, e.g. peak story drifts and accelerations (Fig. 2), are
estimated from the results of nonlinear dynamic analyses; (ii) fragility functions are used in conjunction with
engineering demand parameters to determine the associated damage state for each component (structural and
non-structural); (iii) consequence functions are then used to translate damage states into repair costs [38]. The
direct economic losses for each realization are then estimated by conducting this calculation for every
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component at every story throughout the building. The loss assessment was carried out using SP3 [39], a
software which implements the FEMA P-58 methodology [38].
A building performance model was created for each archetype building to enable its earthquake-induced
repair costs. Table 2 summarizes the key assumptions of the building performance model, which apply to all
archetypes, including location, design year, number of stories, occupancy, risk category, cost per square foot
and total building square footage. The building replacement cost for the archetype residential building in
Seattle was estimated by adjusting values recommended by FEMA P-58 for office buildings in California to
account for differences in location [39] and occupancy type [40].
Table 2. Building Information.
Location

Lat.,
Long.

Design
Year

Story Levels

Seattle,
WA

47.6oN,
-122.3oW

2019

12 (stories)
+4 (basements)

Occupancy

Risk
Category

Cost per
sq. ft.

Total
building
sq. footage

Residential

II

$230

206800 ft2

Structural component quantities were based on the structural design of each archetype building, with
slight variations depending on the design strategy. Non-structural component quantities were estimated based
on typical quantities found in residential buildings using the FEMA P58 Normative Quantity Estimation Tool
[38] and adjusted per the recommendations of USGS [41] and ATC [42]. Non-structural quantities were
consistent for all building archetypes. A summary of the building performance model for all archetype
buildings is documented in more detail in [43], including the structural and non-structural components adopted
in each model, their fragility numbers (unique identifiers), component category (e.g. structure, façade, MEP,
fitouts, etc.), engineering demand parameters, units, quantities and distribution of components throughout the
building.
Different engineering demand parameters were used for different building components, depending on
their ability to predict damage (e.g., damage to acceleration-sensitive components can be estimated by peak
floor accelerations). The following demand parameters, derived from the nonlinear analysis results, were used
to evaluate performance the archetype residential RC shear wall building: story drifts, residual drift,
damageable wall drift, racking drift, and floor acceleration. Racking drift deformations occur in the RCSW
structure due to differences in axial deformation (elongation) between the concrete walls and the gravity
framing. The amplified racking causes damage and losses associated with interior partition wall finishes and
slab-to-column connections. For the damage assessment of wall piers, simply using story drift ratio as a proxy
for damage is not appropriate. For instance, on the upper floors of the archetype buildings, rigid body rotation
contributes significantly to the story drifts. However, this mode of deformation does not cause damage to the
wall piers. Therefore, damageable wall drifts, which remove the effect of rigid body rotation, were used as a
better proxy for damage.
Residual drift was also included in the analysis to account for cases where the building is assumed to be
damaged beyond repair. Residual drift is uncertain and highly sensitive to the nonlinear modeling assumptions
and ground motion characteristics. Hence, residual drift was estimated as a function of peak story drift and
yield drift following FEMA [38] recommendations. A building repair fragility, represented by a cumulative
lognormal distribution with a median value of 1% residual drift ratio and a dispersion of 0.3, was assumed in
the analysis.

5. INDICATORS OF SEISMIC PERFORMANCE
Vulnerability functions are powerful tools to estimate expected losses at different earthquake intensity measure
levels. Fig. 4 shows the vulnerability functions, which describe the expected loss ratio as a function of the
return period of SAT1 per the 2014 and 2018 NSHMs. The loss ratio is equal to the expected earthquakeinduced repair costs, as determined from the loss assessment, normalized by the replacement value of the
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building. As seen in Fig. 4, at any return period, expected losses per the 2018 NSHM are considerably higher
than those of the 2014 NSHM for all archetypes considered in the assessment.
Past studies suggest that many owners may elect to replace buildings when the projected repair costs
exceed about 40 to 50% of the replacement cost [38]. When basin effects are neglected, the REF archetype
reached this threshold at a return period of approximately 2500 years. Consideration of basin effects lowered
the return period of this critical loss threshold to less than 1000 years. However, adopting the S25%+DL1.5%
design strategy would increase the return period back to 2500 years.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. Loss vulnerability functions for 12-story archetypes per (a) the 2014 and (b) the 2018 NSHMs.
While vulnerability functions provide the loss values at various earthquake intensity measure levels,
AAL is a useful metric to describe the anticipated economic losses considering damage at all earthquake
shaking intensity levels, expressed in the form of an annualized payment. Hence, this metric can be regarded
as a proxy for annual insurance payments. As illustrated in Fig. 5, consideration of basin effects resulted in a
threefold increase in the AAL of the REF archetype from 0.06% to 0.16% of building replacement cost, which
for the archetype building considered, is equivalent to $28000 and $76000 in annual losses, respectively.

(a)
(b)
Figure 5. Loss vulnerability functions and associated average annual loss (AAL) including contributions
from collapse, irreparable and repairable damage for 12-story REF archetype per (a) the 2014 and (b) the
2018 NSHMs.
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In estimating AALs, it is useful to deaggregate the loss in terms of its key contributors: (a) repairable
damage, (b) irreparable damage due to excessive residual drifts (requiring demolition), and (c) collapse. Past
studies [14,44] suggest that irreparable damage drives the AALs in modern buildings, whereas collapse drives
the losses in older seismically vulnerable buildings. As illustrated in Fig. 5a, collapse contribution to AAL was
negligible per the 2014 NSHM, highlighting the success of code provision in delivering low collapse risk (<1%
in 50 years). However, consideration of basin effects resulted in unacceptable collapse risk and consequently
considerable collapse contributions to AAL, 13% for the REF archetype, as seen in Fig. 5b.
Fig. 5 also illustrates the different loss contributions at each intensity level considered in the assessment.
Regardless of the hazard model, at lower intensity levels (return period of 100 and 475 years) losses were
driven by repairable damage, including structural and non-structural component damage. However, at higher
hazard levels (return period greater than 2475 years per the 2014 NSHM and 1000 years per the 2018 NSHM)
irreparable damage due to excessive residual drift became the greatest contributor to the loss, with the
exception of the 4975-year hazard level per the 2018 NSHM, where collapse dominated the loss.
Fig. 6 summarizes the AAL for all design strategies considered computed using three distinct seismic
hazard models: 2014 NSHM, 2018 NSMH and 2018 NSHM+M9. The latter represents a hybrid seismic hazard
model, which is based on the 2018 NSHM, but utilizes physics-based simulations to represent the large
interface earthquake portion of the hazard and empirical relationships for all other earthquake sources (crustal
and intraslab). The hybrid seismic hazard model, permits calculating AALs as outlined in Eq. (1).

AALNSHM 2018+M9 = AALNSHM 2018 - AALInterface + AALM9

(1)

Where, AALNSHM 2018+M9 is the total seismic loss including M9 interface earthquakes, AALNSHM 2018 is the
seismic loss per 2018 NSHM, AALInterface is the seismic loss for interface earthquakes only, and AALM9 is the
seismic loss corresponding to the M9 simulations.
Fig. 6 illustrates that the 2018 NSHM, i.e. consideration of basin effects, resulted in a threefold increase
in AALs over the 2014 NSHM. Furthermore, using physics-based simulations to represent the large interface
earthquake portion of the hazard resulted in a further increase of 28% over the 2018 NSHM losses. Fig. 6 also
permits comparison of different design strategies. Regardless of the seismic hazard model considered, the
results indicated that DL1.5% was the least effective strategy to reduce losses, achieving a 25% reduction over
the REF archetype. Whereas the S25%+DL1.5% strategy was the most effective, achieving a 51% reduction
in losses on average over the REF archetype. Increasing design strength from 25% to 50% had a minimal
impact on AAL. On the other hand, reducing design drift limits to 1.25% had considerable impacts on reducing
AALs.

Figure 6. Average Annual Loss (AAL) for different design strategies and seismic hazard models.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This study quantified the earthquake-induced economic losses of a series of modern 12-story residential RC
shear wall buildings in Seattle, with and without consideration of basin effects, as implemented in the 2018
and the 2014 NSHMs respectively. Furthermore, a hybrid hazard model was considered in the loss assessment
to incorporate recent M9 CSZ earthquake simulations.
Expected losses were calculated at different intensity levels for all archetype buildings. Losses were
then integrated with the corresponding seismic hazard curves to report AALs. Consideration of basin effects
resulted in a threefold increase in AALs when basin effects were considered within the probabilistic seismic
hazard assessment, i.e. the 2018 NSHM. Furthermore, consideration of physics-based simulations in the loss
assessment resulted in a further increase of 28% over the 2018 NSHM estimates. Comparison of AALs across
all design schemes considered revealed that the S25%+DL1.5% was the most effective and DL1.5% was the
least effective design strategy to reduce annual losses relative to REF archetype, with 25% and 51% reduction
in losses respectively.
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